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Abstract

Tire pyrolysis oil (TPO) represents a promising waste-derived fuel for Diesel engines with its main deficiency being lower cetane number compared to Diesel fuel. Until now, successful utilization of the TPO in Diesel engines was possible only by increasing its cetane number, increasing compression ratio of the engine or preheating intake air or operation. This study shows the foremost results of utilizing the pure TPO in a modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine without any of the aforementioned aids, which significantly facilitates its use and boosts its conversion efficiency to mechanical work. This was achieved by the tailored injection strategy that includes pilot injection, which was previously not utilized in combination with the TPO. The study reveals that with additional tailoring of the pilot injection, further optimization of thermodynamic parameters can be achieved while operating the turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine in a wide operating range under the use of pure TPO. Discovered phenomena are supported by interpretation of interactions between the injection parameters and combustion as well as emission formation phenomena of the pure TPO.
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1 Introduction

Internal combustion engines are widespread both in transport as well as in stationary systems for electricity generation, and it is commonly accepted that they will stay in commercial use as a main power source for another 20 years [1]. Increasing engine efficiency, along with lowering exhaust emissions has been the main objective of engine manufacturers to lower their environment impact. In addition, the search for alternative sources of energy to power internal combustion engines continues because of reduction of fossil oil reserves. In the past, significant attention was given to use of fatty acid methyl esters [2–6], oxygenated fuel blends [7] and numerous blends with conventional fuels (Diesel, gasoline) [8–10]. Additionally products of gasification were utilized in internal combustion engines [11,12]. Furthermore, the growing problem of disposal of slowly degradable waste, among which car tires represent a big portion, makes waste-to-fuel technologies a logical step towards alternative fuels.

1.1 Energy recovery from waste tires

European Automotive Manufacturers Association estimates that there are approximately 1.35 billion vehicles on the roads worldwide [13], which considering that each has 4 tires results in approximately 5.5 billion tires being used worldwide. An average car tire life span can be considered to be five years [14] and therefore it can be concluded that more than 1 billion waste car tires are generated annually. To reduce environment pollution, a recycling process is highly desirable. Furthermore, a high caloric value (35-40 MJ/kg) [15] as well as a considerable...
amount of carbon black in used vehicle tires rubber stand out as being a good feedstock for fuel production.

Several conversion processes have been developed to transform solid waste disposals into liquid fuels which have similar physical characteristics to conventional automotive fuels and could therefore be used in the conventional engines with small adaptations of the engine control. Nowadays, tire recycling pyrolysis methods can be considered as methods that are receiving the most attention, as they can be seen as an environmentally acceptable and efficient way of tire disposal [16]. Among them, for conversion of waste vehicle tires, the most suitable pyrolysis subtype is vacuum pyrolysis [17]. Different studies utilized different temperatures and other process conditions, such as residence time, pressure, and tire particle and feedstock composition to perform de-polymerization of vehicle tires in an inert atmosphere, which had the influence on the ratio between product, consisting of incondensable gasses, tire pyrolysis oil (TPO) and char. However, process conditions can be optimized to favour either of the products [18]. It was found out that the maximum recovery of oil was obtained at 415 °C [19].

1.2 Current approaches to utilization of the TPO in Diesel engines

Diesel - compression ignition (CI) - engines stand out as being potential power plants for the use of TPO, although either fuel properties or engine operation parameters should be optimized to allow for stable combustion and comparable performance and emissions to Diesel fuel (D2) operation. Current approach to successful operation of Diesel engines with TPO mainly relies on the following strategies (Fig. 1):

- Blending of TPO with other fuels. Some analyses [20,21] indicate that, because of its low cetane number, TPO should be blended with D2 or complemented by a cetane improver, such as diethyl ether, for application in Diesel engines. Consequently, many studies using TPO blended with Diesel fuel [15,16,20,22–25] or methyl esters [26,27,10] are found in the literature. Results indicate that reliable operation of Diesel engine can be achieved up to 70% of the TPO in the Diesel blend [28].

- Increasing intake air temperature. Some studies suggest that increasing the intake air temperature above threshold which is in case of TPO 145 °C is also a suitable measure [29]. This temperature rise was achieved through an external heater used for preheating intake air, which lowers the total energy efficiency and applicability of the system. Intake air preheating can be omitted in case of turbocharged engines, where bypassing intercooler results in sufficiently high temperatures to yield the same effect as intake air preheating. Bypassing intercooler also results in higher temperature levels and thus temperature loadings components as well as in lower engine efficiency and higher nitrous oxides (NOx) emissions.

- Increasing compression ratio. Additional strategy to achieve complete combustion of pyrolysis oil is an increase of engine compression ratio to 22-24, which leads to higher in-cylinder temperatures at the end of compression stroke [30]. In addition, such high compression ratios cannot be realized with highly boosted engines, which yield high power densities and high effective efficiencies.

Generally, most of the studies with TPO were performed using stationary single cylinder Diesel engines [16,20–22,26,30]. Studies with multi-cylinder turbocharged engines [15,23,24] were generally not performed with the pure TPO with the exception of study in [24], where pure TPO was utilized in turbocharged multi-cylinder engine without hardware modifications at high loads, where boost pressure and thus intake air temperature are sufficiently high. Literature review of possible methods to utilize pure TPO in Diesel engines is therefore revealing that all presented approaches have a common goal - increasing temperature at SOI [24,29–31]. Although increasing the cetane number by
blending TPO either with cetane improvers [21], Diesel fuel [15,16,20,22–25] or methyl esters [26,27,10] is suitable, the objective of this study is to analyse the behaviour of pure TPO as this gives the biggest economical advantage in future utilization of TPO.

1.3 Innovative approach to utilization of the TPO in Diesel engines

Apart from methods presented above, increase in temperature at SOI of the main injection can also be achieved by tailoring the injection strategy of a Diesel engine. In case of the TPO, introduction of the pilot injection is a novel approach that allows for the use of the pure TPO in a turbocharged and intercooled engine without any hardware modifications. It is furthermore shown in the paper that additional benefits can be achieved by tailoring the injection timing of the pilot injection, which can be realized in a modern, common rail engine that is seldom analysed in the publically available studies on the TPO. A comparison of existing methods and the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: A schematic diagram of the TPO utilization methods in internal combustion engines

Presented results thus indicate that a Diesel-like combustion of the TPO can be achieved in modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engines by tailoring injection strategies only. An additional goal of the presented study is also to extend the operating range of the turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine in terms of load and speed variability by again utilizing tailored injection strategies only. This is demonstrated on the low-mid engine load and speed operating points. Successful Diesel-like combustion of the pure TPO that is realized by the advanced control strategies, without the need for hardware modifications or the use of cetane improvers or additional energy use for heating, thus significantly facilitates the use of the TPO and boosts its conversion efficiency to mechanical work. Furthermore, fundamental contributions on the interactions between the injection parameters and combustion as well as emission formation phenomena on the one hand establish the basis for reasoning the needs on adaptations published in the previous researches related to the use of the TPO, whereas, on the other hand, they open the way to use pure TPO in a very wide range of operating conditions of modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engines.

1.4 TPO emission characteristics

Utilization of TPO in Diesel engines affects along with combustion characteristics also emission response of the engine. Among the TPO studies, emission response of multi-cylinder
four stroke Diesel engine with pure TPO is analysed in Ref. [24]. Authors reported that higher nitrogen content of the TPO increases NO\textsubscript{x} emission, compared with the D2 [24]. Furthermore, lower cetane number of TPO, compared to D2, results in additional increase of NO\textsubscript{x} emissions in low load operating points [24]. Higher CO and THC emissions of pure TPO, compared to D2, can be ascribed to shorter combustion durations and longer time needed for heavy TPO components to form combustible mixture, respectively [24]. Similar trend was reported for NO\textsubscript{x} emissions in the study [32], where TPO was blended at 5 vol.% with D2 (5TPO) and tested in a four stroke automotive engine. Higher concentrations of NO\textsubscript{x} for 5TPO, compared to D2, before catalyst were ascribed to its higher nitrogen content as well as its higher aromatic content and lower H/C ratio [32]. High aromatic content is also the cause of higher toluene (C\textsubscript{8}H\textsubscript{10}) emissions of 5TPO, compared to D2 [32]. These reported trends in agreement with results reported in other publications. Murugan et al. [28] used four stroke single cylinder engine for analysing combustion and emission characteristics of blends up to 70 vol.% TPO-Diesel mixtures. They ascribed increase of NO\textsubscript{x} emissions to higher aromatic content of TPO fuel, increase of HC emissions to higher viscosity, density and poor volatility of TPO and increase of CO emissions to poor mixture preparation, inefficient combustion due to higher viscosity and poor volatility, when the TPO share in the mixture was being increased [28]. Another set of experiment was conducted on a single cylinder, four stroke Diesel engine with various fuel blends of the TPO and the Diesel fuel and pure TPO [22]. TPO blends produced higher HC, CO and SO\textsubscript{2} emissions due to poor atomization, lower cetane number and longer ignition delays of TPO, compared to D2, as explained by authors [22]. Study [33] reported results on engine performance and exhaust emissions in a four stroke naturally aspirated direct injection Diesel engine where the effect of tire-derived fuel in blends up to 90 vol.% of TPO mixture with D2 was analysed. Authors determined that increased share of TPO results in decrease of CO and HC emissions at lower engine speeds and their increase at higher engine speeds [33]. Substantial increase of NO\textsubscript{x} is present at all engine speeds [33]. The emissions were explained with difference in density, volatility, viscosity and aromatic content between D2 and TPO [33].

## 2 Fuel properties

Composition of tire pyrolysis oil has been shown to consist of both short and long chain carbon molecules, single and multiple chain structures [34]. The TPO used in this study was produced by the vacuum pyrolysis method, which has the potential to produce a low sulphur fuel with reasonably high yield from tires [34]. Pyrolysis process was performed between 600°C and 700°C and the retention time of waste tires pieces (mean size 100 mm x 100 mm), of which steel wires and fabrics were previously removed, was 60 min. TPO fuel, utilized in this study consists of fractions between 190°C and 350°C.

The main properties of the TPO and D2 are presented in Table 1. Utilized D2 complies with the specifications of the SIST EN-590 [35] standard. Lower heating value (LHV) on mass basis is for TPO fuel lower than for D2, although it features higher density, which results in higher volumetric energy density for TPO fuel. In spite of reduced C and H content, TPO still features relatively high LHV due to higher sulphur content, compared to D2, which contributes to heating value and compensates the inert components in the fuel (namely N and O). From the elemental composition, presented in Table 1, slightly lower H/C ratio for TPO compared to D2 can be calculated. The result is a consequence of its molecular composition with a higher number of double bonds and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons than D2 fuel.

TPO exhibits poor ignition properties, which is reflected in its relatively low cetane number. The cetane number is an important factor for determining the quality of D2 or D2-like fuel as its low number indicates the fuel requires higher activation energy and thus higher auto-ignition
temperature. It seems generally accepted that the cetane number of TPO is certainly below 30 [30,36], although in a study of 2015 authors achieved [16] that the blend of 25% D2 fuel and 75% low sulphur tire fuel resembles in a cetane number of 51. Furthermore, they managed to produce TPO fuel with a cetane number of 44 before entering the desulfurization process [37]. Conventional D2 has a cetane number of at least 51, as set in the European standard SIST EN 590 [35]. The difference between D2 and TPO cetane numbers was in this study estimated by the calculated value of cetane index (CI) (Table 1). Although the transferability of CI among fuels with significantly different molecular composition is questionable [38], it is, based on the observations from several researchers in aforementioned studies dealing with TPO, at least partly appropriate as it always suggests lower CI than for D2, which is also confirmed through combustion behaviour in Diesel engines.
Table 1. Main properties of TPO and Diesel (D2) fuels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>TPO</th>
<th>D2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density [kg/L]</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.0003</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHV on mass basis [MJ/kg]</td>
<td>42.7 ± 0.07</td>
<td>42.95 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHV on volume basis [MJ/L]</td>
<td>39.3 ± 0.07</td>
<td>35.6 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water content [mg/kg]</td>
<td>118 ± 20</td>
<td>&lt;30 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoichiometric ratio</td>
<td>~13.8</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy content of the stoichiometric mixture [MJ/kg]</td>
<td>~2.89</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic content [% m/m]</td>
<td>39.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>26.0 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity [mm²/s]</td>
<td>3.22 @ 20°C</td>
<td>2.54 @ 40°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C [% m/m]</td>
<td>83.45-85.60 [17]</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H [% m/m]</td>
<td>9.59-11.73 [17]</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N [% m/m]</td>
<td>0.40-1.05 [17]</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S [% m/m]</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001 [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O [% m/m]</td>
<td>0.10-3.96</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/C ratio [ / ]</td>
<td>0.112-0.140</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distillation recovered at 250°C [% V/V] [44]</td>
<td>54.1 ± 2.4</td>
<td>43.0 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distillation recovered at 350°C [% V/V] [44]</td>
<td>84.3 ± 2.4</td>
<td>97.0 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% (V/V) recovered at [°C] [44]</td>
<td>367.1 ± 4.0</td>
<td>343.0 ± 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated cetane index [45]</td>
<td>28.6 ± 1.5</td>
<td>53.2 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash [% m/m]</td>
<td>&gt;0.18</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold filter plugging point [°C] [46]</td>
<td>20 ± 2</td>
<td>0 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Experimental

3.1 Engine setup

The basis of the test set-up is a 4-cylinder, 4-stroke, turbocharged, intercooled 1.6 litre PSA light-duty Diesel engine (model DV6A TED4), which was coupled with a Zöllner B-350AC eddy-current dynamometer controlled by Kristel, Seibt & Co. control system KS ADAC. The main characteristics of the engine are given in Table 2 and the general scheme of the experimental system is presented in Fig. 2.

Table 2: Engine specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>PSA DV6ATED4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cylinders</td>
<td>4, inline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine type</td>
<td>4-stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>1560 cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore × stroke</td>
<td>75 mm × 88.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>18:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel injection system</td>
<td>Common rail, up to 1600 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power</td>
<td>66 kW @ 4000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum torque</td>
<td>215 Nm @ 1750 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas path</td>
<td>Turbocharger, intercooler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Kistler CAM UNIT Type 2613B shaft encoder provided an external trigger and an external
clock at 0.1 °CA for data acquisition and injection control system. In-cylinder pressure was
measured with calibrated piezo-electric pressure transducer AVL GH12D, mounted into a third
cylinder, in combination with charge amplifier AVL MICROIFEM, connected to 16 bit, 4
channel National Instruments data-acquisition system with maximum sampling frequency 1
MS/s/ch. The maximum uncertainty of pressure measurement is 0.31% [47], which combines
uncertainties of pressure transducer, charge amplifier and analog voltage input measurement
card. Top dead centre was determined by capacitive sensor COM Type 2653 with maximum
uncertainty of less than 0.05°CA while considering also speed change of the engine.

The data acquisition and injection control embedded system, in Fig. 2 depicted as NI cRIO
system, was based on National Instruments cRIO 9024 processing unit and 9114 chassis. Along
with indication of pressure traces, it generated digital output signals to set start and duration of
injectors energizing at Drivven system, which can be set in PC graphic user interface. Drivven
system generated inlet metering valve signal (IMV signal) and injector energizing signal (IE
signal) to control common rail pressure and fuel injection times. It was connected to the PC,
and the energizing characteristic for the injectors along with other Drivven parameters was set
by CalView software.

Two fuel tanks with separate fuel filters were used in the fuel supply system: one for the
standard D2 and another for the TPO fuel. An AVL 730 gravimetric balance with the general
measuring accuracy of ±0.12% was employed to measure fuel consumption. Intake air flow
was measured with Meriam laminar flow meter 50MC2-6F. Additionally, the engine was fitted
with instrumentation for measurement and monitoring temperature and pressure (intake air,
exhaust gases, lubrication oil, coolant etc.).

The exhaust emissions were analysed and recorded using a portable exhaust monitoring
equipment Horiba OBS-2200, which provides accuracy of ±2.5% of full scale. A heated
sampling pipe with a temperature of 195°C was used to guide wet exhaust gases from sampling
attachment on the exhaust pipe to the measuring device. Horiba emission measurement devices
comprise of non-dispersive infrared analyser (NDIR) for detection of carbon monoxide (CO)
and carbon dioxide (CO₂), flame ionization detector (FID) for detection of total hydrocarbons
(THC) and chemiluminescent detector (CLD) for detection of NOₓ emissions.
3.2 Test procedure

Experiments were performed in thermally stabilized steady-state engine operating points at different engine loads. All experiments were conducted by starting engine with a D2 and afterwards a transition to TPO was performed for entering the part of the experiments matrix related to the TPO, as it is not possible to start the engine with pure TPO due to its low cetane number. Before starting the TPO experiments and following the transition from the D2, the engine was run with TPO for one hour at mid-load to ensure efficient purging of the fuel injection system. In baseline experiments, injection parameters and injection pressure were equal to those in the original ECU injection strategy for warmed up engine and ambient conditions of standard atmosphere. These parameters were then subject to modifications as presented in this section. Modification of injection parameters were performed on all four cylinders with the exception of the cases, which do not feature a pilot injection (denoted by “No Pilot injection” or NP). In these cases, pilot injection was omitted only in the cylinder that was indicated. This was done to avoid engine stops in the cases of unstable combustion with the TPO as analysed in the next section. Besides thermodynamic parameters, exhaust emissions were also measured to provide additional insight into combustion phenomena of the TPO.

3.2.1 Thermodynamic analysis

To systematically analyse different impacts of injection strategy and to establish a continuity with previous works, e.g. [24], impact of introducing a pilot injection on combustion characteristics was analysed first. This analysis was performed at engine speed 1500 rpm and two different load points. Results of previous study [24] indicate that operation with pure TPO in turbocharged non-intercooled Diesel engine was feasible only at high loads. Therefore, low-to mid-loads were investigated in this analysis. Table 3 lists cases for operating points at 1500 rpm, among which cases D2_158 and D2_1514 (the first part of the name corresponds to fuel and the second part to engine speed and load as given in Table 3) were indicated while ECU injection strategy was utilized. In order to maintain the same brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) values for D2 and TPO fuel cases, the main injection duration was adapted for the
TPO cases TPO_158 and TPO_1514, while SOI values were the same as for D2. Furthermore, in cases D2_NP_158, D2_NP_1514, TPO_NP_158 and TPO_NP_1514 (NP denotes “No Pilot injection”), the injection timing of the main injection was retained while omitting the pilot injection just in the indicated cylinder. Therefore BMEP, calculated from engine torque, is not representative for the cases without pilot injection and will not be presented in the Table 3 for those cases. Additionally, coefficient of variation of the in-cylinder peak pressure, expressed as the ratio between the standard deviation (σ) and the mean value of the maximum pressure averaged over hundred cycles was calculated and presented in the Tables 3 and 4. Lower COV values for the D2 compared to the one of the TPO fuel indicate that combustion process of the D2 is more stable and repeatable than the one of the TPO fuel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating point</th>
<th>D2_158</th>
<th>D2_NP_158</th>
<th>D2_1514</th>
<th>D2_NP_1514</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail pressure [bar]</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed [rpm]</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque [Nm]</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEP [bar]</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicated fuel conversion efficiency [%]</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air mass flow [kg/s]</td>
<td>$2.31 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.30 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.68 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.67 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass flow [kg/s]</td>
<td>$7.95 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.72 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.35 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.32 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of pilot injection [°CA]</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of main injection [°CA]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Pressure COV [%]</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating point</th>
<th>TPO_158</th>
<th>TPO_NP_158</th>
<th>TPO_1514</th>
<th>TPO_NP_1514</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>TPO</td>
<td>TPO</td>
<td>TPO</td>
<td>TPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail pressure [bar]</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed [rpm]</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque [Nm]</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEP [bar]</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicated fuel conversion efficiency [%]</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air mass flow [kg/s]</td>
<td>$2.34 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.34 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.71 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>$2.70 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass flow [kg/s]</td>
<td>$8.70 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$8.54 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.44 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.51 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of pilot injection [°CA]</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of main injection [°CA]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Pressure COV [%]</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second set of experiments consisted of two steady-state operating points at 1500 rpm with the goal of investigating the SOI shift of pilot and main injections on combustion propagation and emissions of the TPO. Goal of this analysis was to approach Diesel-like combustion while utilizing the TPO to approach similar thermal and mechanical stresses of the engine. Analysed cases are presented in the Table 4, where positive shift values represent retarded SOI. On the basis of the preliminary in-cylinder pressure analysis, two different pilot injection shift values were chosen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating point</th>
<th>TPO_SH_5_158</th>
<th>TPO_SH_9_1514</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>TPO</td>
<td>TPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail pressure [bar]</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed [rpm]</td>
<td>1501</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque [Nm]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMEP [bar]</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicated fuel conversion efficiency [%]</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air mass flow [kg/s]</td>
<td>2.34 x 10^{-2}</td>
<td>2.72 x 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass flow [kg/s]</td>
<td>8.06 x 10^{-4}</td>
<td>1.45 x 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot injection shift relative to original [°CA]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Pressure COV [%]</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thermodynamic parameters and emissions were measured continuously while in-cylinder pressure was indicated over 100 consecutive cycles as proposed in [12] at a sampling resolution of 0.1°CA. To eliminate noise, averaging of cycles was performed. In addition, it is advantageous to eliminate cycles featuring large cyclic variability from the averaged cycle. In the literature, different averaging techniques that comprise from 25 [48] up to 500 [49] engine cycles. In our case, 100 cycles were used to determine the averaged pressure trace, with the exception of the point TPO_NP_1514, where only a single cycle was analysed due to large cycle-to-cycle variations caused by instable combustion. Additionally, averaged pressure trace was filtered with low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter, as proposed in [48], in order to remove high frequency components of the pressure trace before being used in calculation of thermodynamic parameters that include pressure derivative.

Thermodynamic parameters, including rate of heat release (ROHR), rate of pressure rise and in-cylinder temperature were calculated with AVL Burn software [50]. Employed software tool is based on detailed 0D thermodynamic equations considering variable gas properties determined via the NASA polynomials and relevant partial derivatives of non-perfect gases as well as the compressibility factor. Detailed equations for zero dimensional ROHR calculation, which are based on mass, enthalpy and species conservation, are presented in [51]. The heat losses from the combustion chamber to the cylinder walls were calculated using Hohenberg heat transfer model [52].

3.2.2 Emission analysis

Emission analyses were performed for basic exhaust gas species – THC, CO and NOx. Emissions of CO2 and H2O will not be discussed here, as they directly correlate to fuel consumption and carbon balance. The similar trend was proven also for SO2, which is almost linearly dependent on the cyclic energy delivery [24] as presented in the Appendix, so SO2 emissions will not be discussed here. However, it has to be noted that when fuels with high sulphur content are used, appropriate exhaust after treatment technologies are required (i.e. wet scrubbing) and engine design should be adapted to high sulphur content in exhaust gasses to avoid problems with corrosion due to H2SO4 formation.

Emissions were measured in all operating points presented in Table 3 and Table 4. The only exception were emission measurements in the operating points with seriously impaired combustion process, i.e. in the operating points with unstable or no combustion, where exhaust gas analysis was not performed in order to protect the emission equipment due to expected concentrations outside of the measuring range.
4 Results and discussion

4.1 Combustion parameters

In this section, the thermodynamic parameters and emissions for all cases, listed in Tables 3 and 4 are presented. Performances of TPO and D2 are compared in order to analyse the interrelation between injection strategies and combustion characteristics of the TPO fuel in the modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engines. In the Fig. 3 in-cylinder pressure traces (3a and 3f), ROHR (3b and 3g), rate of pressure rise (3c and 3h), in-cylinder temperature traces (3d and 3i) and injector energizing times (3e and 3j) depending on crank angle are presented.

In both operating points, a comparison will be made between D2 and TPO parameters.

4.1.1 Operating points without pilot injection

First, operating points without the pilot injection will be analysed as this establishes a link to previous studies listed in the introduction that were to the best of authors’ knowledge all performed without the pilot injection. In Fig. 3 operating points without the pilot injection are denoted by “D2_NP” and “TPO_NP”,

It is discernible from Fig. 3 that, at 1500 rpm and 80 Nm (this corresponds to slightly more than 35% of the maximum torque), no combustion is present when using the TPO. Only slightly negative ROHR values that are related to fuel evaporation can be observed after fuel injection. This result is fully in line with the conclusions drawn in [12], where stable combustion with pure TPO was achieved only at high loads and in a turbocharged engine without the intercooler as sufficiently high temperature was required at SOI. This result is also in line with the results of other studies that increasing temperature at SOI, increasing a cetane number of the TPO either with cetane improvers or blending with D2 is required to establish a stable combustion with the TPO.

Unlike for the TPO, stable and efficient combustion can be achieved without pilot injection when using D2 fuel at 1500 rpm and 80 Nm, which is mainly due to its higher cetane number and thus lower activation energy. However, due to the lack of pilot injection and thus longer ignition delay period, combustion of D2 is also characterized by intense premixed combustion. This results in a higher rate of pressure rise, which exceeds threshold of 5.5 bar/°CA that is often set as the upper limit [29,30].

Fig. 3 - right indicates that at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm (this corresponds to slightly more than 65% of maximum torque) TPO ignites despite the absence of the pilot injection. This can mainly be attributed to slightly higher temperatures around the TDC. At this point, it should be noted that the use of TPO was subjected to extremely irregular combustion and cycle-to-cycle variability in this operating point was very high. Therefore, cycle averaging could not be performed and thus the thermodynamic parameters, depicted with the curve “TPO_NP”, are calculated on the basis of a filtered pressure curve of a single cycle, where the mixture was successfully ignited (there were also non-firing cycles present). Despite selecting the cycle where TPO was successfully ignited, it can be observed that operation with TPO without pilot injection is characterized by an extremely prolonged ignition delay period, followed by a very intense premixed combustion period that results in a very high rate of pressure rise values of more than 13 bar/°CA. This result is also in line with the results presented in [12] and clearly indicates that it is not feasible to operate turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engines with pure TPO also at higher loads with only single main injection.

It can again be observed that stable combustion can be achieved without pilot injection when using D2 fuel at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm. Due to higher load yielding higher injection pressure and larger injected fuel mass, which promotes mixture formation, the premixed part of the
combustion is not as pronounced for the D2 case without pilot injection. Therefore, the shape of the ROHR trace of the D2 without pilot injection (D2_NP) deviates less from the D2 case with pilot injection (D2) in this operating point in comparison to TPO. For this reason, this operating point is also characterized by lower values of rate of pressure rise.

4.1.2 Operating points with pilot injection

The baseline case analysed in this study (D2) features the same injection parameters and injection pressure as the original ECU injection strategy, whereas the case “TPO” features adapted duration of the main injection to meet the same BMEP values, featured in D2 cases.

In Fig. 3 at 1500 rpm and 80 Nm it can be seen that introduction of pilot injection represents a key modification that allows successful utilization of the TPO in turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engines even at low loads. When timing of injection parameters was unaltered (case TPO), the premixed combustion of TPO resembles the one of the D2 fuel without pilot injection (D2_NP) featuring also similar rates of pressure rise that can be considered at an upper acceptable limit (5.5 bar/°CA) in terms of long-term engine operation. The ROHR curve indicates successful ignition of pilot injection that allows for successful ignition of the main injection. Comparing cases TPO and D2, both with pilot injection, it can be concluded that TPO features about 10°CA longer ignition delay period of the pilot injection than D2, which is mainly the consequence of a lower cetane number of the TPO. As a result, the TPO case features lower in-cylinder temperature at SOI of the main injection, which, in combination with its lower cetane number, results in a longer ignition delay period of the main injection yielding more intense premixed combustion and thus higher values of the rate of pressure rise compared to the D2 case.

Similar trends can also be observed at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm. In the TPO case, there is again a longer ignition delay period of the pilot injection of approx. 10°CA, compared to the D2 case. This also results in more pronounced premixed combustion peak, which is at this operating point less exposed at first sight than it is followed by more intense diffusion contribution to the ROHR, which is similar for the TPO and the D2 case.

4.1.3 Shifted TPO injection

It was presented in the previous section that introduction of the pilot injection is a pre-requisite to successful utilization of the TPO in turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engines. However, it was also shown that, when applying the same injection strategy as for the D2, TPO features more intense premixed combustion and thus higher rates of pressure rise. This section therefore analyses the potential of the shift of the pilot injection (Table 4) to reduce intensity of the premixed combustion of the TPO with the goal to achieve more Diesel-like combustion of the TPO injected in the main injection.

Fig. 3 indicates that shifting pilot injection of the TPO from -30°CA to -25°CA in the operating point 1500 rpm and 80 Nm (TPO_SH_5) results in a similar ignition delay as in the case without the injection shift (TPO), thus yielding later combustion of the fuel injected in the pilot injection. However, as the pilot injection was injected later in the compression phase, the in-cylinder charge features higher pressure and thus density resulting in lower spray liquid length [55] and wider spray-spraying angles [56]. ROHR trace for the case TPO_SH_5 thus indicates that injection of the main TPO quantity in this larger volume of burning TPO which was injected during pilot injection reduces the ignition delay period of the main injection and thus results in less intense premixed combustion as well as Diesel-like combustion of the TPO injected in the main injection. Shift of pilot injection therefore also reduces the value of the rate of pressure rise for the TPO_SH_5 under 4 bar/°CA.
The same procedure of shifting the pilot injection was also applied to the operating point at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm, where pilot injection was retarded from -31°CA to -22°CA, denoted as “TPO_SH_9”. Unlike in the operating point 1500 rpm and 80 Nm, it can be observed that at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm, the shift in pilot injection resulted in more intense ROHR during the early phase of the combustion of the TPO injected during the pilot injection. This can again be attributed to wider spray spreading angle, which causes more intense mixing of the fuel with the in-cylinder charge and thus more intense heating of the TPO, which at this operating point results in reduced ignition delay followed by a more intense ROHR of the TPO injected during the pilot injection. Consequently, reduced intensity of the premixed combustion of the TPO injected in the main injection and thus its more Diesel-like combustion can also be observed for the operating point 1500 rpm and 140 Nm.
Fig. 3: a.) Pressure trace, b.) ROHR, c.) Rate of pressure rise, d.) Temperature and e.) Injector energizing timings for operating point at 1500 rpm and 80Nm; f.) Pressure trace, g.) ROHR, h.) Rate of pressure rise i.) Temperature and j.) Injector energizing timings for operating point at 1500 rpm and 140Nm;
4.2 Emissions

In this section, the emission response of the analysed operating points (Table 3 and Table 4) is presented. As indicated in section 3.2.2, emissions were not measured in operating points with unstable or no combustion, i.e. TPO_NP_158 and TPO_NP_1514, and thus these results are not presented in this section. The main reason for this is protection of measuring hardware. A seriously impaired combustion process was already identified from in-cylinder pressure analysis in the above section and emissions surpassing analyser measuring range were expected as described in Section 3.2.2.

The following sections present results with the original ECU injection strategy, i.e. with pilot injection, where remarkably similar emission response to D2 is demonstrated in medium-load point and results in shifted pilot injection timing. The results are grouped in Fig. 4, where:

- D2 is denoting D2 with ECU injection strategy,
- TPO is denoting tire pyrolysis oil with ECU injection strategy,
- TPO_SH is denoting tire pyrolysis oil with shifted injection strategy as described in Table 3 and Table 4 (numbers related to the shift angles are not added in this section to preserve clarity of notations in the figures, whereas they are identical to those specified in Tables 3 and 4)

4.2.1 Low-load operation – 1500 rpm and 80Nm

THC emissions

At 1500 rpm and 80 Nm, the THC emissions of TPO with pilot injection and original injection timing (Fig. 4b) are slightly above those of D2, which is in line with several studies, found in the literature [24,28,37]. This can be mainly attributed to two facts. First, the TPO is composed of a higher share of ignition-resistant hydrocarbons [57]. Second and more important, at 1500 rpm and 80 Nm, the TPO is characterized by longer ignition delay of pilot injection (Fig. 3). During this period, the TPO is subjected to a higher rate of premixing, which can influence the THC emissions through two mechanisms:

- Prolonging the premixing process due to ignition delay results in increasing the air-fuel ratio of the premixed mixture, which could increase the volume of the mixture outside the flammability limits at the lean end.
- Migration of the mixture into colder parts of the combustion chamber (i.e. near wall regions, crevices). This prevents ignition and leads to local flame extinctions, which is more pronounced for the TPO due to its low cetane number of TPO [36].

At 1500 rpm and 80 Nm, the THC emissions of the case with shifted pilot injection of the TPO (TPO_SH) from -30°CA to -25°CA slightly increase above those of TPO with original injection timing. This is due to a later pilot injection, where higher density and temperature of the cylinder charge reduces spray liquid length [55], whereas higher density also contributes to larger spray-spraying angle [56], which leads to a more dispersed spray. This can effectively increase the air-fuel ratio of premixed mixture and result in larger volumes of the mixture which is outside of flammability limits or compressed into crevices and near-wall regions where ignition is difficult and unreacted or partially reacted hydrocarbons are retained.

CO emissions

For 1500 rpm and 80 Nm, the trends of CO emissions for TPO and TPO_SH (Fig. 4a) are very similar to THC emissions of TPO and TPO_SH, which was observed also in studies, where pure TPO [24] and its blends with Diesel fuel were utilized [28]. This can in general be attributed to the similar physical phenomena leading to CO formation as analysed for the THC
emissions, although the formation of CO occurs slightly later, when partially reacted hydrocarbons further oxidize to CO. The main difference here is that giving the sufficient amount of oxygen available, THC emissions originate from air-fuel mixture which is outside of flammability limits, whereas CO emissions originate from close vicinity of this areas, where already reacting mixture is diluted and cooled. This freezes the combustion reactions, leading to local lean flameouts and leaves partially oxidized carbon as a trace.

**NO\textsubscript{x} emissions**

The combustion of the TPO at 1500 rpm and 80Nm is also characterized by higher NO\textsubscript{x} emissions (Fig. 4c) than D2. This can be attributed to a notable amount of fuel-bound nitrogen (FBN) in TPO (Table 1) which is mirrored in higher NO\textsubscript{x} emissions due to efficient conversion of FBN into NO\textsubscript{x}. Similar results and explanation were published in various studies [24,28,32,33]. Additionally, the in-cylinder temperature plays an important role as it directly influences the thermal component of NO\textsubscript{x} formation. In case of TPO with original injection timing, the effect of temperature might promote reduction of the thermal NO\textsubscript{x} as temperatures are lower than for D2 in the phase of pilot combustion. However, this effect is obscured by high share of FBN component of NO\textsubscript{x}. TPO\_SH with shifted pilot injection exhibits even lower NO\textsubscript{x} emissions than TPO with original injection timing. This is again a consequence of lower temperature levels, not only in the pilot combustion phase but also in the phase of main combustion, as visible in Fig. 3d, thus further reducing thermal NO\textsubscript{x} component in comparison to TPO\_SH.

![Graphs showing emissions data](image)

**Fig. 4:** a.) CO emissions, b.) THC emissions, c.) NO\textsubscript{x} emissions and d.) lambda for operating point at 1500 rpm, 80 (denoted by \_158) and 140 Nm (denoted by \_1514) for D2 and TPO with original and shifted pilot injection.
4.2.2 Medium-load operation - 1500 rpm and 140 Nm

Fig. 4 reveals that emissions feature different trends at the medium load (1500 rpm and 140 Nm) compared to those at low load (1500 rpm and 80 Nm).

**THC emissions**

First, at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm, the THC emissions (Fig. 4b) of the TPO are at a comparable level as THC emissions of the D2 at the same operating point, whereas at the same time they are significantly lower than THC emission of the TPO at 1500 rpm and 80 Nm. This trend of THC emissions of the TPO in comparison to D2 is also in line with previous study [24]. The reasons for lower THC emissions of the TPO at 1500 rpm and 140 Nm compared to 80 Nm are:

- The overall temperature levels are higher at 140 Nm, which is advantageous for ignition of low cetane number TPO and combustion of ignition resistant hydrocarbons.
- The main injection quantity is higher at 140 Nm, which increases the volume of in-cylinder charge that is hit by reacting mixture from main injection. Thus, a larger part of the pilot mixture, which was outside of flammability limits, can be ignited, which reduces the THC emissions that originate from pilot injection.

Marginally lower THC emissions of TPO_SH in comparison to TPO with original injection timing can be, contrary to 80 Nm load case, attributed to shorter ignition delay of pilot injection (Fig. 4a), which reduces the entrapment of mixture into colder parts of the combustion chamber.

**CO emissions**

The CO emissions in Fig. 4a are in the case of 1500 rpm and 140 Nm higher than at 80 Nm as presented also in similar study where pure TPO was utilized in Diesel engine [24]. Generally, they can be attributed to lower lambda values, as presented in Fig. 4d. Higher temperatures being a consequence of lower lambda values sufficiently dissociate and ignite hydrocarbons (leading to lower THC emissions above), but at the same time generate larger oxygen-deprived regions, giving way to generation of CO. However, notable differences in CO emissions between the D2 and both TPO and TPO_SH cases might arise due to complex chemical composition of TPO, which contains a large amount of cycling hydrocarbons, acting as a soot precursors [57]. Soot is generated in the areas of rich mixture, whereas its oxidation to CO occurs later in the combustion process, which acts as a source of CO in the late expansion phase. This reasoning is also supported by higher soot emissions of TPO, measured in previous studies with straight TPO [12] and TPO-D2 blends [15]. Based on this data it can be considered that CO emissions of the TPO are slightly more sensitive to lambda values that D2.

**NO\textsubscript{x} emissions**

The NO\textsubscript{x} emissions for 1500 rpm and 140 Nm in Fig. 4c are increased in comparison to 80 Nm load point, which was showed also in study by Murugan et al. [28]. This is again strongly linked to temperature levels in the combustion chamber, which are in the 140 Nm case higher than in 80 Nm case. At the same time, combustion chamber temperatures in 140 Nm load point are also more similar for TPO and TPO_SH than in 80 Nm load point. This contributes to very similar TPO and TPO_SH NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. TPO_SH has in 140 Nm point slightly higher temperatures only in the pilot combustion phase, whereas the main combustion features roughly the same temperature as TPO with original injection timing. Consequently, the concentrations of TPO and TPO_SH NO\textsubscript{x} emissions are also closer together than for 80 Nm. When comparing NO\textsubscript{x} emissions of the TPO to those of the D2, similar conclusions can be drawn as in 80 Nm load case. In the interval of pilot injection, temperature levels are higher for D2, increasing thermal
NO\textsubscript{x} component. Still, TPO with its high FBN content offsets this effect and even though the temperatures are lower, NO\textsubscript{x} emissions are higher than those of D2 for both, TPO and TPO\_SH.

4.3 Fuel economy

In this section, indicated fuel conversion efficiency (IFCE) for all analysed cases is presented and discussed. It is discernible from Fig. 5 that higher IFCEs are achieved at lower torque values for all cases, which can mainly be attributed to the ROHR traces. At low loads, ROHR peaks closer to the TDC indicating that higher share of fuel burns earlier in the expansion stroke yielding higher indicated efficiency.

At both loads, i.e. 80 Nm and 140 Nm, IFCEs are lower when the TPO is utilized. This can mainly be reasoned by the longer ignition delay of the main injection compared to the D2 cases resulting in combustion mid-point shifted farther into the expansion stroke.

For the D2 fuel, omission of the pilot injection leads to slightly lower IFCE at 80 Nm due to longer ignition delay of the main injection, whereas at 140 Nm it leads to slightly higher IFCE, which can mainly be attributed to lower negative torque in the compression stroke as ROHR trace corresponding to main injection features similar mid-point in both cases. For the TPO case without PI, longer ignition delay of the TPO again results in lower IFCE at 140 Nm.

For both engine loads, shifting the PI of the TPO towards the TDC results in shorter ignition delay and slightly higher IFCE compared to the ECU injection strategy and the use of the TPO. In the case of shifted PI towards the TDC, increase in the IFCE can be achieved due to shorter ignition delay of the main injection of the TPO that allows for higher share of the injected fuel to be burned closer to the TDC.

![Figure 5: Indicated fuel conversion efficiency for all analysed cases.](image-url)
5 Conclusion

The paper presents the foremost results of utilizing the pure TPO in a modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine without any hardware modifications or enhancements of fuel properties. This goal is pursued as on one side the use of pure TPO is the most attractive option in the case of energy recovery from waste and on the other side, its use in modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine without any hardware modifications lowers power plant cost and boosts effective efficiency of the engines or CHP units.

Performed in-depth analysis of thermodynamic and emission response on various injection strategies indicate that at least one pilot injection is needed for efficient combustion of pure TPO fuel in modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine, which presents a novelty in comparison to existent methods for utilization of pure TPO in Diesel engines that mainly rely on hardware modifications. Furthermore, the analysis suggests that Diesel-like combustion can be achieved also at low-mid engine loads and speeds with pure TPO if pilot injection is retarded in relation to original ECU injection strategy.

Emission levels which are comparable to the D2 ones can be achieved with the TPO and the proposed injection strategy. This is particularly valid for medium engine loads, where moderately higher NOx emissions mirror the high share of FBN in TPO and marginally higher CO emissions suggest higher sensitivity of TPO to air-fuel ratio. Slight elevation of THC emissions was mainly attributed to differences in ignition delay of the TPO and to the fuel cetane number.

The significance of this study can be recognized in elaborating on the key guidelines on injection strategy and demonstration of the minimally invasive method to successfully use pure TPO in the modern turbocharged and intercooled Diesel engine. Although the findings of the study present an important advancement in expanding the operating range of the Diesel engine while using the TPO, the engine still needs to be started with the D2 fuel.
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Appendix

Fig. 6 presents dependency between normalized SO$_2$ emissions and normalized TPO fuel mass flow, which was determined by Vihar et al. [24] and can be adopted for the used PSA light duty engine. The coefficient of determination for the entire data set linear curve-fit, presented in the Fig. 6, is calculated as 0.996 and therefore it can be acknowledged that presented data set linear assumption between SO$_2$ emissions and fuel mass flow.

Fig. 6: Normalized SO$_2$ emissions depending on normalized TPO fuel mass flow for MAN engine [24]